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Our Goal



Our Goal

Our goal is to have volleyball squares and handball courts implemented into the school

playground to encourage student participation in sports and physical activity. Many

students at our school love to play handball and volleyball squares, and we have taken

this into account as to why we have chosen to use the SALSA funding to make volleyball

squares and handball courts to increase and encourage physical activity among the

students.



Volleyball Squares



Volleyball Squares

Location: Area near staff parking and hall

Sizing: 

- 5m x 5m for whole 25 squares, each square is 1 m^2

Quote: 4L paint; $91.90 (Bunnings)



Handball Courts



Handball Courts

Location: Outside PE staffroom and quad. Each location will have 2x four-square courts and 1x two-square 

court (6 courts altogether).

Sizing: 

- 1.5m x 3m exterior for two-square courts, each square is 1.5m^2

- 3.36m^2 exterior for four-square set-up, each square is 1.68m^2

Quote: 4L paint; $91.90 (Bunnings)



Our Issue

Various kids in the school, whether they be newly-transitioned or seniors, all love to play volleyball squares

and handball. There is an issue, however, that lies in the efficiency of the setup of the game.

Setting up volleyball squares is time-consuming, not to mention having to ensure all squares are of equal

size. Rather than wasting a good 20 minutes setting and packing up the cones, it would be beneficial to have

lines already set up. It reduces the risk of injury due to the potential threat of kids slipping on the cones

while playing. It also solves conflicts that usually arise from an imperfect setup.

Handball games are an all-time favourite for Aussies. Sadly for our students, they struggle to conform to the

massively shaped concrete slabs as a guide for handball lines. Rather than having to run far across to hit the

ball, having lines includes all the pros listed above as well as a safer environment.
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What has been achieved
- We have found the areas in the school where we want to set up the volleyball squares and the 

handball lines

- We have got the measurements we want for the area of the volleyball squares and the handball lines

- We have found equipment and materials needed that works within the budget

- We have visual evidence of how to play volleyball squares, along with proof as to why we need these 

courts implemented

- We have visual evidence as to why we need to have permanent handball squares, along with the 

inefficiency of the handball courts that students are currently using.
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Costs

1x 4L Paint (Bunnings) [$91.90]

_

Total costs: $91.90

= $91.90

Excess funds: $500 - $91.90

= $408.10

2x Handball (Rebel sport) [$14.99 x 2 = 29.98]

2x Volleyball (Rebel sport) [$19.99 x 2 = $39.98]

_

Total of excess funds: $29.98 + $39.98 

= $69.96

Remaining excess funds: $408.10 - $69.96

= $338.14
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What To Do With Excess Funds
We would use the excess funds of this project to support the new grids and courts implemented, we can 

purchase various balls and equipment that can be used while using the new lines, e.g handballs, footballs, 

volleyballs, etc.



Excess Fund Costs

$12 for pack of 12 handball (Rebel sport) 

https://www.rebelsport.com.au/p/terrasphere-

tennis-balls-12-pack-

579928.html?cgid=REB012002#start=6

$19.99 each volleyball (Rebel sport)

https://www.rebelsport.com.au/p/terrasphere-

volleyball-59789301.html

https://www.rebelsport.com.au/p/terrasphere-tennis-balls-12-pack-579928.html?cgid=REB012002#start=6
https://www.rebelsport.com.au/p/terrasphere-volleyball-59789301.html
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Thank you!


